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A B S T R A C T

Recent research has been using automatic difficulty adjustment techniques as an effective channel to improve
the quality of physical rehabilitation. Notably, these approaches often incorporate adaptation metrics such as
emotions and performance. Nonetheless, compensatory movements, which hinder movement correctness and
are considered as a core quality evaluation criterion of rehabilitation, have not been considered as an adaptation
metric. Weighting how visual feedback interfaces increase patient engagement, we leverage an interactive
system with a compensatory movements-based difficulty adjustment framework to enhance the upper-limb
physical rehabilitation process. We conducted user tests with professionals (N = 15), which included ob-
servation sessions, co-design workshops, semi-structured interviews, and usability testing, to evaluate our pro-
totype. Results showed that our interactive system achieved scores of perceived usability between 74 and 78.17,
along with participants praising both the dynamic and manual customization of difficulty parameters. Our
findings empower physical therapists and health professionals by reducing their burden on physical re-
habilitation monitorization.

1. Introduction

Conventional physical rehabilitation methods adjust the difficulty of
exercises based solely on observation. In particular, the subjective as-
sessment of the patient’s performance leads to changes in certain
parameters such as amplitude in order to increase the difficulty of an
exercise. While this type of methods allows for a closer relationship
with the patient, its micromanagement nature restricts practical ap-
plications [1]. In addition, this approach is not scalable, restricting the
number of patients each physiotherapist can assess [2]. Both these ef-
fects may lead to a decrease in the quality of the rehabilitation process,
regarding both patient’s performance, as they have a weaker quality
assessment along time, and engagement, since their efforts reflect in
worst results throughout rehabilitation sessions. Therefore, there is a
need for more automatic, quantitative and precise methodologies of
adjusting the difficulty of the physical exercises, while also enhancing
the engagement of patients in the rehabilitation process, keeping them
motivated improve their condition from session to session.

Dynamic difficulty adjustment carries many benefits regarding
player experience in digital games and exergames [3–6]. There are
several metrics to use as a basis of the conditions that trigger an

adjustment of difficulty such as emotions [4,5], performance [6], or
mental states [6]. However, there is a lack of research regarding the use
compensatory movements as metrics to adjust difficulty during the
physiotherapy process. Compensatory movements (e.g. [7–10]) occur
whenever patients manifest alternative muscle activation patterns when
trying to compensate for motor function deficits, which, in turn, leads
to exercises that do not follow the right motor patterns to achieve the
desired postures. Since compensatory movements ultimately result in
pain and inhibition of motor recovery [11], we consider that it is of
utmost importance to study the inclusion of compensatory movements
as a metric for difficulty adjustment in physiotherapy sessions.
Weighting how visual feedback interfaces increase patient engagement
[12,13] and how harmful compensatory movements are [14], we pro-
pose an interactive system with a compensatory movements-based
difficulty adjustment framework to enhance the physical rehabilitation
process. Specifically, we extend prior state-of-the-art research focused
on upper-limb rehabilitation [15,16,13].

Our research started with the development of an inexpensive solu-
tion built with commercial off-the-shelf hardware to promote upper-
limb rehabilitation and collaboration between stroke patients and
physiotherapists [15]. We continued our project by enhancing our
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system with a proximity-based context-aware component, that aims to
improve the situational awareness of the clinicians and to facilitate
communication with the patients, with the intent of improving the
therapists work quality [16]. Next, we focused on the impact of com-
pensatory movements on upper-limb rehabilitation by studying how
different visual biofeedback techniques can leverage motion analysis by
representing upper-limb compensatory movements in real-time [13]. In
the present study, we continue our line of research by applying dynamic
difficulty adjustment techniques to the execution of upper-limb phy-
sical rehabilitation. In particular, we include observation sessions, co-
design workshops, semi-structured interviews, and usability testing
with professionals to create and evaluate our prototype.

We contribute to the state-of-the-art with a novel difficulty adjust-
ment framework based on compensatory movements for physiological
upper-limb rehabilitation. Additionally, our user testing yielded strong
results showing that our interactive system achieved scores of perceived
usability between 74 and 78.17. Participants claimed that the greatest
value of the system lies in the customization possibilities that both
dynamic and manual adjustment of difficulty parameters can bring to
the effectiveness of prescribed upper-limb physical rehabilitation
treatments. In addition, all participants expressed their will to imple-
ment the system into their own patients treatment in the near future.

2. Observation sessions and co-design workshops

To properly design an interactive system that could provide adap-
table visual bio-feedback for upper-limb rehabilitation based on com-
pensatory movements, we collaborated with eight professionals in the
physical rehabilitation sector from a private clinic Ciências da Saúde
Egas Moniz. Several observation sessions were conducted that included
semi-structured interviews and follow-up co-design workshops to un-
derstand physiotherapists’ needs. First, participants were asked a set of
standard questions and then observed and inquired while working on
their own environments. The questions focused on which metrics
should be monitored during upper-limb rehabilitation sessions and
some standard exercises the therapists usually prompt in the clinic. In
addition, we addressed the main compensatory movements that affect
the correct performance of those exercises.

The professionals focused on two types of movements: upper-limb
abduction/adduction and flexion/extension. They often pair physical
exercises with cognitive challenges to promote functional tasks, such as
picking up a glass from a cabinet. These exercises are usually divided in
three levels of difficulty, which are achieved through variations in
speed, range of motion, resting time, equilibrium, and adding new
apparatus, such as an elastic band. Regarding compensatory move-
ments, professionals pointed two behaviors that should be detected: (i)
shoulder lift (exaggeration of abduction or flexion movements by
lifting the shoulder above the coronal plane); and (ii) lateral flexion of
the trunk (leaning of the trunk when performing upper body move-
ments beyond the users’ range of motion capabilities). These compen-
satory movements are corrected through direct intervention of the
physiotherapist by lowering the effort patients have to make or by
changing exercises.

Co-design sessions included all eight physiotherapists that criticized a
preliminary prototype from Lopes et al. [13], providing limitations and
suggestions of eventual improvements. This process resulted in the fol-
lowing set of requirements: (R1) the system must be engaging and in-
teresting for the patient so that they keep their motivation throughout
sessions; (R2) it must be adaptable to people that may have cognitive as
well as the musculoskeletal impairments; (R3) it should provide accurate,
quantitative information on compensatory movements; (R4) real-time
feedback framework to motivate the fast correction of those movements;
(R5) a simple, natural or familiar graphical user interface; (R6) clear
objectives in the exercises for the patients to accomplish; (R7) it must
output clear and valuable data to the physiotherapists; and (R8) both
automatic and manual difficulty adjustment to allow customization.

3. System development

Based on the set of requirements, we designed and implemented
Winning Compensations, an interactive system with a compensatory
movements-based difficulty adjustment framework to enhance upper-
limb physical rehabilitation. Similar to Lopes et al. [13], our interactive
system consists of a Kinect One,1 a computer to run the application, and
a screen to display information to both physiotherapist and patient
(Fig. 1). The avatar that represents the patient is a normalized skeleton
that keeps the same relative distance for each segment independently of
the user. Additionally, compensatory movements are detected by
measuring the slope of the line segment that connects both shoulders to
calculate the unevenness of the shoulder girdle, and relative inclination
of the trunk with respect to the vertical line [13]. The Kinect One was
chosen as the preferred motion capture device as it has been shown as a
clinically valid method for objectively measuring active shoulder mo-
tion (e.g. [17]). In addition, it stands as a low-cost and easy to set up
system, thus supporting new professionals and researchers working on
physical rehabilitation by allowing them to use methods that are
usually out of their scope and may ease their work [15]. Finally, the
system provides quantitative data for the physiotherapist on the
number and types of compensatory movements executed by the users,
the number of correct, wrong and total repetitions for each exercise, as
well as a correctness value for each exercise which is the ratio between
the correct and total repetitions.

3.1. Type of exercises

Inline with the physiotherapists requirements, we considered ty-
pical upper-limb physical rehabilitation exercises such as abduction,
adduction, flexion, and extension. Accordingly, a set of three different
exercises were implemented: Target Reach, Line Draw, and Shape Draw.
In particular, we take inspiration from the conventional methods as a
means to create a sense of familiarity to both patients and phy-
siotherapists. In order to detect whenever a patient performed a com-
pensatory movement, we decided to include a cross overlaid with the
avatar and represented by two green lines, in the coronal and median
planes (horizontal and vertical, respectively). In case there is a com-
pensatory movement, the green lines will change their color to yellow
(tolerable movement) or red (incorrect movement), prompting the pa-
tient to return to a correct posture. Moreover, the physiotherapist can
toggle the visibility of both these lines.

3.1.1. Target reach
Patients have to move their limbs on Target Reach in order to touch a

sphere that is being displayed in colored areas on a grid (Fig. 2). We
used an image of the grid that the physiotherapists typically use on
their rehabilitation sessions as a background map to provide a familiar
setting to both patients and physiotherapists. Target Reach includes four
different variables that can be customized accordingly. Amplitude/
Range of motion has been described as a strong metric for the effec-
tiveness of physical therapy exercises and the quality of movement
[18]. Therefore, we included it the range of motion in our exercise. In
particular, it dictates at which angle the spheres should be instantiated.

Distance to the center controls the distance between the targets
and the center of the circular grid. The closest from the center, the
easier the exercise is, since the movement is done much closer to the
user’s trunk. The interface depicts a light-blue semi-circle which serves
as an indicator of how far from the center-point targets are instantiated.
In addition, we added a reaction timer to each target that progres-
sively changes its color from green to red as time passes. If the target
becomes red before the user can activate it, it will disappear and

1 https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect/ (accessed in 16/
Feb/2020).
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another one will be instantiated following the current difficulty level in
a different point on the grid. Finally, we decided to include a cognitive
challenge through the instantiation of obstacles as purple spheres,
which the patient has to avoid touching. This feature was designed to
stimulate patients with cognitive impairments as it was required by the
physiotherapists present in our first user sessions. Touching an obstacle
sphere increases the number of tries the patient has to perform, while
decreasing the correctness of the exercise. These spheres spawn on the
circumference produced by the line of the distance to the center
variable.

3.1.2. Line draw
Next, Line Draw was inspired based on feedback gathered at one of

the collaborative sessions we had with professionals at Ciências da
Saúde Egas Moniz. As the health professionals mentioned, they ask their
patients to perform several repetitions of consecutive flexion/extension
movements using a marker against a whiteboard, hence, drawing a

series of straight lines. Therefore, our graphical user interface displays a
path of targets that patients have to complete sequentially starting at a
blue sphere and ending in a green one (Fig. 3). After completing one
extension movement, an inverted path instantiates to allow participants
to complete their mobilization of the joint with an opposite flexion
movement, thus performing a full range of motion. Line Draw allows
vertical and horizontal movements following the following variables:
(i) distance to the center – dictates how far away from the center of
the circular grid the middle point of the path instantiates –, and (ii)
length – as the name implies, the physiotherapist can control the
number of targets that form the path.

Fig. 1. System overview for Winning
Compensations. The Kinect One acquires motion
data from the patients’ movements and sends it into
the system. This data is shown in the interface for
both the physiotherapist and the patient to see. The
physiotherapist analyzes the quantitative and per-
formance-assessment data while the patient can
focus on the qualitative feedback and compensatory
movements detected by the system.

Fig. 2. Patient’s graphical user interface for Target Reach while performing
exercises for the left arm. The sphere in red represents the ongoing objective.
The colored areas on the grid represent the different amplitudes where spheres
are instantiated according to the difficulty of the exercise. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Patient’s graphical user interface for Line Draw while performing ex-
ercises for the left arm in a vertical motion. Flexion and extension movements
are being assessed through a sequential activation of set of targets starting at
the blue one and finishing in the green sphere.
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3.1.3. Shape draw
Finally, Shape Draw extends Line Draw by considering an additional

spatial dimension. Notably, the exercise requires fine movements and a
good sense of proprioception, i.e. kinaesthesia [19], which is the self-
notion of the location and precision of the movement of the several
body segments. It allows the physiotherapist to select which shapes the
patient will have to draw throughout the session, since it was stressed
during the co-design sessions that, as different shapes lead to distinct
difficulty levels, professional should be able to choose the difficulty
limits according to the condition of specific patients. The default run
includes an incremental difficulty by drawing a square, a triangle, a
circumference, a diamond, a trapeze, and then a star (Fig. 4), but it is
possible to make any number of runs.

3.2. Difficulty adjustment

After developing the exercises and allowing certain parameters to be
customized depending on the patient, we focused on how the automatic
customization should be defined. For example, [4] used both boredom
and frustration to balance the in-game difficulty. While high boredom
and low frustration indicated that the challenge is too low and there is a
need to increase difficulty, low boredom and high frustration led to a
symmetric approach. Regarding parameters, the authors changed the
number of obstacles, and the horizontal movement and speed of the
game platforms between difficulty levels. [6] also addressed dynamic
difficulty adjustment in a first-person shooter game. They implemented
two state machines with three states to control the difficulty level,
which transitions were meant to keep the participant in a flow state

[20] based on mental states, or make the game harder as the perfor-
mance of the player increased and vice versa. Each level varied the
speed, spawn time, and health of the enemies in order to vary difficulty.
In our approach, compensatory movements dictate whether the diffi-
culty level should be varied. In particular, if the patient is performing
the exercises accordingly, the level of difficulty increases, thus, re-
inforcing a correct rehabilitation behaviour. When any shoulder lift or
leaning compensatory movement is detected, the level of difficulty is
decreased. Similar to what physiotherapists already perform during
their practice, we decided to use three difficulty stages on both Target
Reach and Line Draw. Addressing each exercise at a time, the different
Target Reach levels are presented in Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 5. The
spawning of obstacle spheres can be disabled at any time. Regarding the
reaction time, as the user successfully activates all targets, the reaction
timer will be shorter for an increased difficulty level, making the ex-
ercise harder. After some attempts, if the user cannot activate the tar-
gets on a certain level, the system will adapt and reduce the difficulty
level, which makes the timer longer.

Since Line Draw has fewer parameters, the difference between levels
can only be varied in the distance to the center – short, medium, and
long – and the length – three, four, or five spheres –, respectively
(Fig. 6). Finally, Shape Draw is distinct from the other exercises, as it has
six different levels, which increase in the following order: square, tri-
angle, circumference, diamond, trapeze, and star (Fig. 4). When the
patient takes too much time to complete the path of a shape, the system
returns to the shape that has a difficulty level immediately lower to the
one presented.

Besides the automatic difficulty adaptation, physiotherapists are

Fig. 4. Patient’s graphical user interface for Shape Draw while performing exercises for the left arm. The objective in this exercise is to activate the targets from blue
to green following the suggested shapes.
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able to vary several parameters of the rehabilitation sessions.
Particularly, this adjustment can be performed in real time while the
patient is doing their exercises. In addition to the ones we presented for
each exercise, the physiotherapist is prompted to define a set of specific
parameters for the performance of the exercises, as depicted in Table 2.

4. Evaluation

We performed usability tests with the think-aloud protocol followed
by semi-structured interviews with health professionals. This approach
allows us to first verify with the professional community whether our
technology may be useful in their work environment and rehabilitation
process. In particular, we consider perceived usability a strong metric to
evaluate the quality of Winning Compensations.2

4.1. Participants

Subjects were recruited through standard convenience sampling
procedures including direct contact. Each participant was asked to sign
a consent form. There were no potential risks and no anticipated ben-
efits to individual participants. We conducted a total of 15 tests (six
males, nine females) between 18 and 45 years old. In particular, there
were four (26.7%) professional physiotherapists with three, eight, 15,
and 18 years of experience, and the remaining eleven (73.3%) were
finalist students of the physiotherapy course at Ciências da Saúde Egas
Moniz. Moreover, only four (26.7%) had already used motion capture
technology in their sessions and 14 (93.3%) stated that they frequently
use difficulty adjustment in their treatment sessions. Finally, all parti-
cipants reported that they felt the need to customize the exercises to the
individual capabilities of their patients.

4.2. Apparatus

The System Usability Scale [21] is a subjective measure of usability
that should be used right after the respondent interacts with a system. It
is composed of ten items scored on a five-point Likert scale from strongly
disagree to strongly agree. In our study, we used the Portuguese version
of the System Usability ScaleSUS [22]. The experimental setup included
additional material, namely (i) a computer to run the system, (ii) a
computer mouse for the initial configuration of the system, (iii) a Mi-
crosoft Kinect One (V2) for motion capture, (iv) a screen to display the
interactive system, (v) an audio recorder for the semi-structured in-
terviews, and (vi) paper and pen to write down observations.

4.3. Tasks

In order to evaluate our system, we defined a set of tasks that users
had to perform to configure Winning Compensations and then execute
the exercises. First, participants had to select the ”Dynamic Difficulty
Adjustment” category, followed by which arm the participant will
execute the exercises with. Next, it is necessary to define the parameters
of the session as (i) 15 repetitions for the maximum amount of repeti-
tions per set, (ii) 3 sets for the maximum number of sets per type of
exercise, (iii) 2 min duration for each set, (iv) 15 s rest period, and (v)
an instance of each exercise type to be included in the session.

Then, we outlined a set of tasks to perform in each exercise.
Regarding Target Reach, the first two sets were run with the automatic
difficulty adjustments. While performing both sets, participants had to
assess the correctness in each set, and keep track of the number and
type of compensatory movements detected by the matrix (shoulder
misalignment and trunk tilt). In the third set the participant switches
the adjustment mode to ”manual” and proceeds to (i) set both
”Difficulty Range” and ”Distance” parameters to their maximum values,
(ii) decrease the reaction time, and (iii) disable the cognitive spheres.

For the Line Draw, the participant performs (i) the first set in the
vertical variant focusing on flexion and extension movements, (ii) the

Table 1
Level differences for each variable of Target Reach.

Level

Variable 1 2 3

Range of motion ° + °[ 30 , 30 ] (blue and red areas) ° ° + ° + °[ 60 , 30 [ ] 30 , 60 ] (white areas) ° ° + ° + °[ 90 , 60 [ ] 60 , 90 ] (yellow and green areas)
Distance to the center Short Medium Long
Reaction time (pace) Slow Medium Fast
Obstacles (spawn time) 10 s 8 s 6 s

Fig. 5. Representation of all three levels of difficulty for the Target Reach exercise.

2 https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:9241:-11:ed-2:v1:en (accessed in
18/Feb/2020).
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second set in the horizontal variant targeting abduction and adduction
movements which cross the median line, and (iii) the third set in the
horizontal variant after increasing the time-limit to execute each re-
petition to 15 s. Finally, for Shape Draw the participant selects and
performs the first three shapes, the last three shapes, and any number of
shapes in the first, second, and third sets, respectively.

4.4. Procedure

Before the experiment, participants were informed about the ex-
perience and invited to sign a compulsory consent form. They were also
informed that they could stop the experiment at any time. After re-
ceiving consent, participants were asked to stand at two meters in front
of the screen and received a tutorial regarding mechanics and possible
actions to perform. Additionally, we allowed participants to interact
with the interface in order to support the development of a minimal
mental model. When the participants felt comfortable with the system
mechanics, they performed the three exercises in a random order, as
seen in Fig. 7. After executing each exercise, we invited the participant
to fill-in the System Usability Scale regarding that exercise. Finally, we
conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant to gather
additional in-depth insights and then thanked them for their colla-
boration.

5. Results and discussion

We started by calculating the scores that each participant
reported. Results showed that Line Draw scored higher

= = =M SD CI( 78.17; 13.14;95% [71.51;84.82]) on perceived usability,
followed by Target Reach = = =M SD CI( 74.83; 13.58;95% [67.96;81.70])
and Shape Draw = = =M SD CI( 74.00; 15.64;95% [66.09;81.91]). Since
System Usability Scale scores have a range of 0 to 100 with an average
System Usability Scale score around 70 [23], all our exercises have a
mean perceived usability above average. Nevertheless, there is room for
improvement in all exercises, as all values are very close to the reported

average System Usability Scale score.
Regarding the semi-structured interview, our main focus was to

collect more in-depth feedback from the physiotherapists and phy-
siotherapy students, as to whether our system would be viable and
applicable in a practical clinical context, and, in either case, what
would the implications be. We also wanted to know what the partici-
pants liked and disliked the most in Winning Compensations.

When asked whether our prototype would have practical usability
in the daily work of physiotherapists, all participants answered posi-
tively and gave different examples of situations where they would use
Winning Compensations. In particular, they stated that the system
could be easily implemented in both clinical and hospital settings, al-
though some adjustments to the setup would have to be made, such as
the size of the display in which the exercises would be shown.
Participants also reported that Winning Compensations provided good
real-time feedback to the patients, giving them something much more
objective to guide themselves through the process and keeping them
more engaged during the exercises. A possible application in a gym
setting was also mentioned by one of the physiotherapists, who said
that it would allow a much better perception of smaller, less evident,
compensatory movements, that can be harder to detect conventionally
and ”with the naked eye”. Furthermore, most participants (66.7%) also
indicated that the prototype would have great potential in many other
scenarios independent of musculoskeletal ones such as helping phy-
siotherapists with patients with neurological and cognitive limitations
correcting compensatory movements more effectively in different en-
vironments and helping patients regain functional movement cap-
abilities through the exercises that can be similar to daily activities. In
addition, conditions such as post-surgery, shoulder dislocations, and
fractures were examples of clinical conditions where Winning
Compensations could help patients greatly regain quality of movement,
with its interactive approach and quantitative assessment capabilities.

All participants undoubtedly believed that the quantification of
compensatory movements throughout the sessions brings great value to
the physiotherapists’ daily task of helping patients correct and regain

Fig. 6. Representation of all three levels of difficulty for the Line Draw exercise.

Table 2
Level differences for each variable of Target Reach.

Variable Description

Side of the arm Which arm is going to be focused on the rehabilitation session.
Maximum repetitions The maximum number of correct repetitions the user has to perform so they can advance to the next exercise. The default value is 10 repetitions.
Time per set The total maximum duration of each set of repetitions. The default value is 60 s.
Number of sets The total number of sets the user has to accomplish in each exercise. The default value is set to 3 sets.
Rest duration The time the user has to rest between two sets. The default value for this parameter is set to 60 s as well.
Exercise selection The set of exercises that the patient will perform throughout the session.
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their movement functionality, since it is only natural that compensatory
movements occur when the patients are executing the movements by
themselves. Participants also said that, with our interactive system, it is
possible for patients to autonomously correct their performance
without needing permanent supervision and attention from the phy-
siotherapists.

Another important topic brought to light during the interviews was
the necessity to understand whether a certain degree of compensation is
acceptable or not, due to physical limitations that a certain patient
might already have. Such situations require even greater customization
in terms of the tolerance of the matrix to detect compensatory move-
ments, which we addressed by allowing practitioners to manually ad-
just the tolerance of the system’s compensation matrix. The different
adjustable parameters were considered very useful overall, mainly the
adjustment of the amplitude and speed in the Target Reach exercise, and
the high customization and variability possible in the Shape Draw ex-
ercise. Notably, the majority of the participants emphasized at a
stronger degree the importance of manually adjusting the parameters
compared to the dynamic adjustment. Nevertheless, they also praised
the dynamic difficulty adjustment as a very useful technique in many
situations as well, mainly for regaining normal movement functions in a
controlled, progressive approach. In addition, it allows on-the-fly cus-
tomization of the challenges to different patients with specific neces-
sities. The constant feedback on the posture of the patient was another
very strong feature pointed out by the physiotherapists.

Concerning the graphical user interface, all participants said the
interface was well implemented and easy to interpret by the phy-
siotherapists, with little to no issue at all. One participant also sug-
gested that a short tutorial showing the patient the correct way to
execute the exercises would greatly help them understand not only the
exercises, but the interface as well. Another suggestion focused on how
the completion of the goal of both Line Draw and Shape Draw exercises
was not being completely evident in each set of targets. We believe that
this effect is due to the last target having the same color than all the
other activated targets, making it hard to detect if it has already been
activated or not. Although we already provide an audio cue that plays
once the final target is activated, additional changes in color of the
target would make it more clear. Another approach, as pointed out by
one physiotherapist, was to ”hide” some of the information available in
the interface so that it doesn’t confuse patients while performing the
exercises. Nevertheless, all participants found that data regarding the
tracking of the repetitions and sets, the amplitudes shown in real time,
and the monitoring and quantification of the compensatory movements
executed is highly relevant. Finally, when asked whether something
was missing on the interface, all participants said it was already very

complete and the information available was the most useful. Regarding
what other parameters could be dynamically tweaked with patient
performance, only the physiotherapists made suggestions. For example,
they said that it could be interesting to implement a parameter which
randomized the duration for each set, according to the difficulty level
the patient is in. This could be interesting, mainly in the Line Draw and
Shape Draw exercises, since some of the objectives require more time,
while others require less and part of the challenge can be to try and
accomplish them according to varying time limits. This feature also
increases variability in the exercise, which is one of the key points of an
adaptable rehabilitation process, according to the physiotherapists we
interviewed.

5.1. Study limitations

There are some important factors that may explain some of our
results. First, the number of participants in this experience could have
been larger. In particular, a larger number of physiotherapists would
allow conclusions with a stronger impact. Second, as pointed out by the
participants, the interface was in English, which may have led to
translation errors from our participants, despite the terms used in the
graphical user interface being popular among practitioners. Third, the
graphical user interface was projected on a 17 inches laptop screen.
Such a small screen led participants to often come closer to the screen to
read the information that was being displayed. Finally, our study did
not include patients, which are also part of the end-user stakeholders.
The lack of input from patients may hinder some graphical user inter-
face adjustments that must be applied in order to conform to this type of
users’ interactions, as they differ from the physiotherapists’ ones.
Although we are firstly trying to assess from the physiotherapists point
of view whether Winning Compensations would be viable in their
workplace, it would be interesting to find if patients could effectively
and efficiently interact with our system. In addition, the participants
knew that a member of the development team conducted the usability
tests, which may have led to a bias by hindering their critical responses.
Nevertheless, participants were informed that it was the system that
was being tested and not themselves, as a way to counter this bias.

6. Conclusions and future work

The aim of our work was to access the potential of an interactive
system with compensatory movements-based difficulty adjustment for
the practice of upper-limb rehabilitation. In order to study the value of
our interactive system, we conducted observation sessions, co-design
workshops, semi-structured interviews, and usability testing with

Fig. 7. Participants executing scripted tasks for the exercises.
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professionals to understand whether practitioners assessed our proto-
type with a high level of perceived usability, user satisfaction and
preference. The results presented in this work contribute to advancing
the state of the art of knowledge in several aspects. In particular, we
extend prior state-of-the-art research focused on upper-limb re-
habilitation [15,16,13]. Winning Compensations empowers physical re-
habilitation practitioners with a new easy to set-up, cost-effective in-
teractive system that shows promise as a means to improve the quality
of upper-limb rehabilitation. All three proposed exercises scored above
average System Usability Scale scores, with participants praising both
automatic and manual dynamic difficulty adjustment. In particular, the
physiotherapists emphasized the possibilities the system offered to
manually change and manipulate the parameters of the several ex-
ercises. Some even chose one of the exercises as their favorite and,
among all participants, the Shape Draw exercise was the one that gen-
erated the most discussion. Moreover, most participants enjoyed it a lot
and described it as the most attractive, challenging and engaging from
the three, as well as the most adaptable and similar to functional ex-
ercises that the physiotherapists already implement in their sessions.
Thus, our system can bring positive aspects to the physical therapy
paradigm.

Future work includes integrating real patients in the design process.
Notably, we aim at conducting an user testing phase through several
upper-limb rehabilitation sessions where we study how patients assess
the usability of Winning Compensations and whether the physical re-
habilitation process is improved. In addition, future work comprises a
new version of the system where we implement feedback from our
participants and use a larger screen size to display the system. We also
believe that studying the effect of Winning Compensations on the
physical process as well is a relevant direction for our study such as the
trajectory of the upper-limb while patients perform the exercises.
Among relevant changes in the graphical user interface, we can include
the detection of more compensatory movements or individual differ-
ences such as personality [24] to make for a more complete user-based
adaptation.

Finally, Winning Compensations empowers physical rehabilitation
practitioners with a new cost-effective interactive system that shows
promise as a means to improve the quality of upper-limb rehabilitation.
As a motion capture-based approach, Winning Compensations is not
bounded by wearable that are usually recalled as intrusive by patients,
thus limiting the patient’s movements. Furthermore, it takes a short
time to setup. Additionally, compensatory movements are the most
common, subjective performance indicator that physiotherapists ob-
serve to progressively achieve better results in their patients’ recovery,
since these compensations can be exaggerations or deficiencies of cor-
rect movements. Therefore, Winning Compensations provides thera-
pists the required objective information about their patients’ adherence
to rehabilitation exercises, which is often not present [11].
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